TRAX
Transformer and substation
test system

TRAX – time-saver at your service
One product. One software. One world.
TRAX is not just another multi-functional test instrument, but rather many intelligent instruments built into one box.
The software includes a number of apps, making it fast and easy to perform a large range of different tests. The
hardware offers unmatched flexibility and the range of cables and accessories adds even more flexibility, making the
TRAX an efficient and time saving system for any user in the world.

One product
TRAX is a multi-functional solution for transformer testing. It
also adds several common substation testing functionalities,
and ultimately replaces numerous individual testing devices.
Compared to conventional single-functionality instruments,
TRAX saves time and is more cost effective.
TRAX applications range from power transformers, where it
offers several unique and outstanding features, to instrument
transformers, circuit breakers and many other substation
components.

One software

The Intuitive TRAX software takes little time to learn.
Different apps for each instrument make it quick and easy
to perform specific tests and measurements such as winding
resistance, turns ratio, impedance measurements and circuit
breaker analysis without having to know everything about
other applications. The user interface also allows full
manual control in a specific application, allowing users to
define a specific test setup; e.g. generator setting, choice
of measurement channels, what to calculate and how to
present the results.

One world

What do we mean by ‘intelligent simplicity’? One instrument
with just one software is, of course, easier to learn compared
to different instruments with different software.
Furthermore, through automatic information and software
upgrades via Ethernet your TRAX software is always up-todate and equipped with the latest features

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.”
Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519)

Although information and transportation technology
appears to make the world smaller, the diversity of demands
and expectations among end-users seems to move in
the opposite direction. The electric power industry is no
exception. New test equipment is expected to deliver
more functionality for less money, letting utilities and
service companies around the globe decrease learning and
transportation time while increasing revenue and valuable
data to keep their assets healthy and profitable.
Despite a multitude of languages and different standards
from regional and national organizations, TRAX offers
almost unlimited possibilities wherever you are in the world.
Thanks to its compactness and low weight (less than 32 kg
in the lightweight flight case), TRAX travels easily with you.
For an international service company, this can save weeks of
costly shipping time.

TRAX Manual Control
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Multi-functional
like no other
As a leading provider of
measuring instruments for
electrical power
applications, Megger has
selected the best from their
range of power testing
equipment, added unmatched
functionality plus intelligent
simplicity, and packed it all into
an easy-to-transport box ready for
your next test assignment. It is
called TRAX.
In today’s testing environment, there’s
little that TRAX cannot measure.
Thanks to a unique combination of
high-performance hardware, modern
software and intuitive interface, plus a
series of outstanding apps, it easily exceeds
the performance and functionality of rival
units. As a single-unit, multi-tasking test
system, nothing measures up to TRAX.

www.megger.com
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One product.
For a variety of different tests.
Testing transformers and other substation assets takes
time, especially if it involves learning, shipping, and
using a lot of different test instruments. Having just
one instrument for a variety of different tasks makes
a lot of sense. What’s more, TRAX doesn’t compromise
on the performance you normally expect when using
individual test sets from one or several manufacturers.

Add DC resistance measurements with dual-ground
capability, a three-phase circuit-breaker analyzer, CT and VT
testing, and you also have a multi-function substation test
system that will stand-up against any comparable test set


The features and applications list includes :
■■ S
 tate-of-the-art winding resistance and
tap-changer testing

TRAX is a no-compromise transformer and substation test
system. It’s packed with features that will make the transformer
test engineer’s task easier and quicker while results will become
more reliable and accurate. Take the 100 A true DC test current
for winding resistance measurements or the 250 V AC voltage
for turns ratio measurements for example. Consider also the
adaptive technique for fast and efficient demagnetization
of the transformer core and the patented technique for
dynamic measurements on load tap-changers. TRAX also
features 12 kV tan delta/ power factor testing* as well as
patented technique for temperature correction and voltage
dependence detection. TRAX is arguably the best transformer
tester available today!

*requires optional TDX module

■■ 100 A/50 V compliance
■■ Adaptive demagnetization
■■ Tap-changer control
■■ Dynamic resistance measurements
■■ H
 igh-voltage ratio measurement
(250 V and 2200 V output)
■■ S
 witchbox for 3-phase/6-winding
measurements (option)
■■ 1
 2 kV tan delta (power factor) and capacitance
testing (option)
■■ Individual temperature correction (ITC)
■■ Automatic voltage dependence detection
(VDD)
■■ CT and VT testing
■■ 3
 -phase circuit-breaker analyzer
	Main and resistor contacts
■■ Phase-angle meter (manual)
■■ Ground (earth) impedance testing (manual)
■■ Contact resistance
■■ Line impedance/K-factor
■■ 4-channel power multimeter
■■ Oscilloscope
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Both TRAX 220 and TRAX 280 are delivered		
in rugged, highly mobile transport cases 		
with wheels and recessed retractable handle.

www.megger.com
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One software.
Many different apps!
A dedicated app for each and every instrument plus easy-to-use interface architecture that displays
only the necessary functionality and nothing else. TRAX transforms even the most complex measuring
task into a simple, standard operation.

Sophisticated simplicity
Sophisticated technology requires simple solutions. The
simplicity of TRAX translates into time-saving convenience
when performing advanced measurements – getting complex
things done quickly and efficiently. TRAX apps are the key
to this simplicity, ‘transforming’ the unit into dedicated
instruments for specific applications.

Easy to learn – easy to use
TRAX user-interface architecture is based on a number
of individual instruments/apps where only the necessary
functionality is displayed by default. All instruments are
‘ready-to-go’ without making any specific settings.
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In the manual mode, just connect to the test object,
select the voltage or current of the test signal and
press start/play. This suggests a minimum of training,
thus saving time and money for the user.
If you prefer guidance from TRAX on how to perform the
measurement, simply enter the configuration. TRAX then
provides connection diagrams plus a table with the correct
order of measurements.
Minimize learning time
+ Minimize testing time
= Maximize efficiency

www.megger.com

One world.
Any standard...
TRAX Transformer and Substation Test System is designed for mobility – yet it still performs as well
as or better than any dedicated field-test equipment on the market. TRAX supports transformer
tests according to most of the international standards and guidelines (IEC, ANSI, CIGRE, etc). It’s
probably the world’s most compatible ‘transformer and substation’ test system.

Any destination…
No part of the system weighs more than 32 kg, making
TRAX the first truly mobile transformer and substation multifunctional test system. No need to send it by air cargo when
flying to the other side of the globe for a commissioning job.

Any language…
At birth, TRAX already speaks many languages. Wherever
your testing takes you, we will make sure you get the reports
in the language required.

Any user…
TRAX is a true multi-function tester. It measures a variety of
objects and components using state-of-the art methods for
advanced diagnostic testing.

“We need equipment with high performance for testing in
the factory. It’s ideal if commissioning engineers can use it in
the field as well.”

It replaces the need for multiple test sets and is as suitable
for the transformer manufacturer as the travelling service
engineer.

Transformer manufacturer test-room manager

“I don’t want to part with my test equipment for weeks
when flying to work.”
Service company test engineer

“How to find value for money when equipping our testing
crew with test gear?
What about the cost for training the people that will
perform the tests?”
Power utility asset manager

“We need a versatile testing toolbox that will fit all testing
needs for our primary assets.”
Industrial plant electrical engineer

			
Portable and compact parts for easy
shipping. The TRAX 220 in the light weight flight case weighs less
than 32 kg. This light weight flight case is available as an option.
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Any application you like:

… Power transformer 			
health assessments
Power transformers are among the most expensive parts of the electrical network. Testing a power transformer is
important in order to correctly assess the condition of the unit and to detect incipient faults at an early stage. The
objective is to ensure safe operation and minimize the risk of outages. With a careful asset management program,
it will be possible to extend the life of the power transformer while maintaining reliability. TRAX makes it possible
to perform all the basic electrical tests* on a power transformer with one device.

Winding resistance

Tap-changer testing

The TRAX winding resistance instrument is designed specifically
to measure the resistance of all types of inductive circuits.
With high output current and high compliance voltage (100 A
with up to 50 V true DC voltage), it effectively tests high and
low-voltage windings on all power transformers. Thanks to
dual measurement inputs, two windings can be measured at
the same time (simultaneous winding magnetization).

For testing transformers with load tap-changers, TRAX has
two binary outputs for operating the tap-changer. TRAX
measures the winding resistance per tap and also verifies the
continuity (make-before-break) of the tap-changer during the
switching operation.

TRAX has multiple built-in safety features to protect the
end-user, the test object and the unit itself, including autodischarge in the event of input power loss.
The TSX303 switchbox accessory provides functionality to
automatically test all transformer windings and taps with
just one single connection. All windings are connected at
one time. This minimizes the time other- wise needed for
reconnection and improves safety by reducing the number of
trips up and down the ladder.

Demagnetization
Often, when a transformer tripps off-line, or after applying
DC test signals in, for example, a winding resistance test,
the transformer core remains magnetized. As this can cause
issues for further tests, international standards and guides
recommend demagnetization before doing excitation current
and SFRA measurements.
It is also recommended to perform demagnetization
before the transformer is taken into service, thus avoiding
unnecessary high in-rush currents.
TRAX provides fully-automatic demagnetization of
the transformer core. The method, which adapts a
demagnetization cycle unique for the specific transformer
design and size, minimizes the time needed for
demagnetization.
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TRAX also makes it possible to measure the dynamic
characteristics of a load tap-changer. This unique, patentpending DRM (dynamic resistance measurement) method
can simultaneously measure contact switching times and the
resistance value of the diverter resistors.

Turns ratio
The TRAX instrument for turns ratio measurements easily
and accurately measures the turns ratio as well as the phase
deviation of various transformers. This ensures that the
winding and tap-changer connections are correct and will
detect open-circuits and shorted winding sections or turns.
TRAX’ turns ratio app determines the transformer turns-ratio
as defined by international standards.
The instrument provides an excitation test voltage (from 1.5
to 250 V) to the primary windings of the transformer and
simultaneously measures the voltage at the corresponding
secondary winding. Voltage ratio is displayed and compared
with the expected target ratio. Recalculation of measured
values with respect to the transformer configuration is
automatically performed for various vector groups.
TRAX measures turns ratio, phase deviation and excitation
current at the same time. Testing can be done at power
frequency, or preferred and default, at a frequency different
from the power frequency (55 Hz) to avoid interference. This
makes the measurement fast and accurate. The app can also

www.megger.com

Turns Ratio app in config mode

be used with the optional TSX303 switchbox accessory for
automatic three-phase testing.

When TRAX is selected to calculate transformer impedance,
it uses the three-phase equivalent method to calculate a
result that can be compared with the nominal nameplate

Excitation current

impedance value for the transformer.

For
single-phase
excitation
(magnetising)
current
measurements, TRAX offers a specific instrument with a test
voltage up to 2200V. In addition to the measured current the
app also directly calculates and displays winding impedance,
reactance, inductance and power factor Measurement of
excitation current is also available according to the GOST

Frequency response of stray losses
(FRSL)

standard, i.e. measured from the LV side.

Short-circuit impedance
This TRAX app measures short-circuit impedance (leakage
impedance/leakage reactance) in a power transformer at the
primary winding while the correspondent secondary winding
is shorted. Changes in the leakage flux, and therefore
the leakage reactance, are generally caused by winding
deformation.

FRSL measurement is the same as impedance
measure- ment; it supplies low voltage to one
winding of the transformer and short-circuits
another. However, instead of measuring at
a single frequency, the test is performed
over a frequency range, typically from 20 to
500 Hz. Results are presented as a frequency
sweep of apparent/stray resistance.
The FRSL technique indicates shortcircuited parallel strands of transposed
conductors, a failure mode undetectable
by other diagnostic methods such as
excitation current.

Short-circuit impedance can be measured by phase or as a
three-phase equivalent. TRAX measures the short-circuit
impedance for each phase and the three phases can be
compared referring to international standards and guides.

www.megger.com
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Time-saver at your service
The need to implement an efficient maintenance plan and diagnostic methods increases as the overall
transformer inventory ages. No single measurement can predict the service life of a transformer. It has
been demonstrated, however, that combining test activities, data trending and continuous follow-up
of maintenance records increases reliability and reduces the number of breakdowns and disruptions,
thereby optimizing the utilization of the transformer inventory.

TRANS

CONTROL

General input for analog transducers and lowlevel analog signals, e.g. motion transducers,
etc.

Close and open contacts for tap-changer
control (up/down) and circuit-breaker control
(close-trip).

COM
One Ethernet port to run the
instrument from an external PC or
connect it to an external network.
Three USB ports allow multipurpose
use, e.g. for an external mouse,
keyboard or USB-memory stick.

ON / OFF SWITCH
Press for one second to start the
instrument. Press for three seconds
to shut it down.

SAFETY
The emergency switch cuts off all power to the generator if needed. The key
switch, (Interlock 1) is a fixed interlock, allowing the operator to manually lock
or unlock the generator. Interlock 2 is the input for an additional external
interlock switch.
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Strobe output offers an opportunity to use an external strobe (optional) to indicate
when TRAX is generating, similar to the ACTIVE LED described below. The
ground loop indicator (orange LED to the left) flashes if the external ground is
not connected. SAFE and ACTIVE LEDs indicate state of the instrument (e.g.
safe to connect leads and cables, ready for generation or actually generating).

www.megger.com

TRIG IN

TIMING

External trig input.

Three binary inputs are used for timing
measurements
in
the
circuit-breaker
instrument (where they offer three-phase
timing)

ANALOG
A four-channel digital multimeter
measuring voltage and current
offers many user opportunities. R1
and R2 inputs, specifically designed
for DC measurements, are mainly
used for winding and contact
resistance measurements.
R1 and R2 are also connected to the
discharge circuit for extra safety.

DIAL
Has the same functionality as
the dial in the Manual Control
app, offering a manual feel when
adjusting voltage or current in any
app. Also used as pairing device
when connecting TRAX for external
control via Ethernet or Wifi.

LCD TOUCH-SCREEN
The 10.4-inch touch-screen offers great visibility in all environments thanks to
its high contrast ratio and strong backlight. Its size is equal to most standard
tablets. All software instruments are big enough for large buttons, making
TRAX easy to read and control.

www.megger.com
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Any application you like:

… Maintaining substations
in tip-top condition
Conventional solutions for testing substations and their safety systems have been associated with
complicated methods and heavy, difficult-to-use equipment. Megger TRAX now changes that viewpoint.
Its modern design plus app-based software ensures the reliable supply of electricity and safety of
personnel during the entire substation lifecycle.
Primary testing

Line impedance testing

The TRAX system comes with apps for primary injection
testing of protective relay equipment and circuit breakers.
Its capability also facilitates testing the turns ratio of current
transformers and use in other applications that require high
variable currents. TRAX generates up to 800 A output current
(TRAX 280), even up to 2000 A with the TCX 200 accessory.

With the line impedance app package TRAX offers
measurement of line impedance and calculation of k-factors
for accurate distance relay configuration. For safe and reliable
connection a special kit consisting of a surge arrester box and
a safety box is used during line impedance measurements.

Circuit breaker testing
Phase-angle meter
TRAX includes a phase-angle meter for electrical power
systems measurements. It displays phase angle, voltage,
current, frequency and timing. The phase-angle is calculated
from the relationship between two power signals, which can
be current, voltage or any combination.

Included in the substation software package are functions
to make a quick functional check of a high voltage circuit
breaker. Main timing test for three phases with one break
per phase and also pre-insertion resistor timing. Contact
resistance at or above standard recommendation current.

Recloser and low voltage breakers
Using the high current source (up to 800 A) testing of reclosers
and mini circuit breakers (e.g. MCCB) is possible with a built
in app.

Contact Resistance app
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Any application you like:

... Measuring current and
voltage transformers’ vital signs
The easy-to-use, multi-functionality of TRAX comes into its own when assessing the condition and
performance of current and voltage transformers. You can test the assets of both types with ease, as well
as the key parts of an individual asset, e.g. core, windings, bushing and insulation. Variable frequency
testing is essential for both standard and advanced diagnostic tasks.

Excitation (saturation) curves can be measured up to 2200
V. Knee point voltage and current is calculated according to
international standards.
Ratio tests are performed with up to 800 A test
current (2000 A with the TSX accessory). Ratio can
also be measured by voltage comparison, applying
the test voltage to the secondary side.

Voltage transformers
TRAX performs most of the tests for voltage transformers such
as ratio and polarity .

Current transformers are vital for both revenue/metering and
protection systems. Testing helps detect installation-related
problems such as manufacturing defects, transportation
damage and wiring errors, as well as aging of the insulation.
The insulation part may be tested periodically to detect
deterioration, while electrical circuits are normally tested
and verified when commissioning or re-commissioning a
substation. TRAX tests all CT and VT circuits and, with the
TDX accessory, the tan delta/power factor of the insulation.

Current transformers

One specific dilemma when testing VTs is that the
measured secondary voltage may be difficult to
measure due to electrical interference in the substation.
The TRAX solution to this problem is to measure at
a frequency different from the power frequency and
use advanced filter techniques to eliminate the contribution
from noise.
With a voltage output up to 2200 V AC, TRAX tests VT ratio,
polarity and burden with ease.
Injecting voltage into the primary side permits ratio and phase
angle measurements between the primary and secondary side.
Any polarity error is easily detected and the correct polarity of
the VT can be verified. Burden is measured by injecting voltage
into the secondary circuit and measuring voltage, current
and phase.

TRAX performs most of the electrical tests for current
transformers such as excitation (saturation, knee point),
ratio, polarity, burden (manual), winding resistance,
demagnetization.
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Any application you like:

…testing any way you want

^ Contact Resistance app

Manual control >

Manual Control

Oscilloscope

The TRAX Manual Control app is the key to individually
specified measurements where users define what signal
to generate and what to measure.

For monitoring the
waveform of any
of the internal
or external
measurement
channels.

Users can select any of the test signal generators, voltage
or current outputs, DC or AC, test frequency, and how
the generator should operate; manually controlled,
ramp or set value. Amplitude can be set by using the
on-screen dial, the dial on the top panel or by entering a
value using the pop-up keyboard.
Test signals can be measured as RMS (true RMS value),
AC RMS, RMV (rectified mean value), single frequency
or DC.
Users also decide what parameters to calculate based
on the measured data. Examples include; arithmetic
calculations, DC resistance, impedance, reactance,
inductance, capacitance, phase angle and userdefined formulas.
The output signal is monitored with two meters showing
output voltage and current. All channels have floating

www.megger.com

inputs to avoid issues with grounded or
non-grounded test objects. In addition, an
oscilloscope is available for monitoring
the waveform of any of the internal or
external measurement channels.
All in all, the TRAX Manual Control
app provides an almost unlimited
measurement environment for the
test engineer.
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Data handling and reporting
One of the key components in asset management is managing and analyzing data from performed tests. For a
service company, presenting clear and structured reports is vital to a job well done. TRAX uses a standardized open
format, allowing the user to export the data to any asset management system or for designing their own report.

TRAX data architecture is based on the following
principles. Individual measurements with a specific
instrument are collected in a test that can contain
one or several measurements. Tests can be collected
in a session containing several tests on, for example,
a power transformer. They can be stored in files as separate
tests or as a complete session.

itself or on a PC and then transferred to TRAX. The report can
be reviewed at any time during the test. If necessary, users
can directly recall and repeat any individual test measurement.
Measurement reports can be generated at any time after test
completion. TRAX generates one report for each session.
The report, which contains nameplate data, test conditions
and specific data for the object itself, can be exported
and printed as a PDF file. from the TRAX PC application
Actual test data can be exported for use in standard programs
such as Excel.

A test session starts by entering the necessary data and
creating a test plan, or by directly starting a test and entering
information as it proceeds. Several tests can be combined into
one session/template/report. This can be made on the unit
25/06/2018

25/06/2018

Example using TRAX to
test a power transformer:

TRAX - Test report

TRAX - Test report

Winding resistance measurements

■■ Select the configuration
in the TTR app and enter
the necessary transformer
nameplate data. A number of
ratio measurements are then
performed.

ID: fTrn0aEbkOUy , created: 2018-06-25, updated: 2018-06-25

Connection

Current

20°C Resistance

Stability

Variation

2U-2N

1

Tap (S)

16.00 A

1.142 mΩ

99.99 %

---

2V-2N

1

16.00 A

1.150 mΩ

99.98 %

---

2W-2N

1

16.00 A

1.141 mΩ

99.98 %

0.82 %

Comment:

25/06/2018

Winding

Connectio

ID: gAPLbn

n

1U-1V

25/06/2018

2U-2V

2V-2W

1V-1W

Reason4

1V-1W
1W-1U

Asset ID

1W-1U

1.000 A
2018-01-30
1.000 A

Tester
3

1W-1U

1.000 A

4

1W-1U

1.000 A

5

Comment:

Manufacturer

1.000 A

Core design

Serial #

Tank type

Year

Class
Yyn0

Vector group

1.000 A
998.6 mA

Comment:

Date2

1W-1U

Power Transformer Information

1.000 A

3
Weather
1.000 A
2
Ambient Temperature 0 1.000 A
1
1.000 A
Humidity
1 Notes

1V-1W

Job #

1.000 A

5
Test Conditions
2W-2U

1V-1W

Position

1.000 A

4
5

1V-1W

Substation

1.000 A

3
Connection

1U-1V
1U-1V

Test Asset

999.8 mA

2

1U-1V

TRAX - Test report

Current

1
TRAX - Test report

1U-1V

TRAX - Tes

resistance

s4IXxn , cre

Tap (P)

ated: 201

t report

measurem

ents

8-06-25, upd

ated: 201

20°C Resis

tance

8-06-25

Stability
Excitation
current measurements
(GOST)
2.223
Va

riation
Ω
ID: P8MtSIjyIit1 , created: 2018-06-25,
99.98 % updated: 2018-06-25
2.171 Ω
--Tap
U
Frequency
100.0 %
2.109 Ω
19.99 V
50.00 Hz--1
100.0 %
2.052 Ω
19.99 V
50.00 Hz--1
99.99 %
1.995 Ω
--19.99 V
50.00 Hz
1
100.0 %
1.998 Ω
--100.0 %
2.055 Ω
--99.76 %
2.109 Ω
--°C
Contact
Resistance
100
.0 %
69 Ω
--- 2018-06-25
ID:2.1
8WUlTNKakqud
, created: 2018-06-25, updated:
100.0 %
%
2.224 Ω
Current
--- Measured
100.0 %
--- A
--- Ω
2.223 Ω
--100.0 %
2.170 Ω
0.04 %
99.99 %
2.108 Ω
0.10 %
99.99 %
2.053 Ω
0.05 %
99.99 %
1.996 Ω
0.14 %
100.0 %
0.17 %

I

■■ Save the data and move on to
the next test (nameplate data
is already in place). The report
now contains both tests.
Proceed to the next instrument
until the test session is over.

125.4 mA
134.5 mA
178.7 mA

resistance

Voltage
--- V

■■ View the report and add more
information about the test
object. If further confirmation
of test data is needed, go
directly to the app and repeat
any measurement.

Coolant
Phases

1V

Frequency

2V
2N

1U

1W

2U

2W

Weight

kg

BIL / Lightning Impulse

kV

Impedance HVLV

%

Impedance HVTV

%

Impedance LVTV

%

Oil volume

GAL

Oil temp.

°C

http://localhost:59721/?fileport=58259#%2520&ui-state=dialog

http://localhost:59721/?fileport=58259#%2520&ui-state=dialog

9/9

3/9

Transformer windings
Winding

Voltage (kV)

Primary

10.40

Secondary

0.4000

kVA

Rated I

500.0
500.0

Nominal
3

Changer type
DETC

1

http://localh

Comment:

# Taps
5

ost:59721/?

Tap setting

Winding material
Cu
Cu

fileport=582

59#%2520&

ui-state=dia

log

2/9

Test results

http://localhost:59721/?fileport=58259#%2520&ui-state=dialog
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1/9

■■ It is also possible to add
specific measurements to the
test session, e.g. customized
tests done with manual
control.
■■ After the completed session,
the report can be transferred
to a PC for further editing,
printed as a PDF, or exported
as a text file to, for example,
Excel.

www.megger.com

Accessories
Optional TRAX accessories include dedicated solutions that offer greater time-saving plus even
more cost-effective performance compared with conventional methods. By adding extra
functions and finesse, they enhance what is already an outstanding Transformer and Substation
Test System.

Tan delta/power factor measurements
For tan delta/power factor measurements of power transformers and other high-voltage assets,
TRAX uses the optional TDX accessory. TRAX then becomes a fully automatic 12 kV tan delta/power
factor test set for condition assessment of electrical insulation in high-voltage apparatus such as
transformers, bushings, circuit breakers, cables, lightning arresters and rotating machinery.
In addition to performing insulation tests, TRAX/TDX can also measure the excitation current
of transformer windings and perform automatic tip-up tests and HV turns-ratio testing with
an optional test capacitor.
The high power variable frequency design generates its own test signal independent of
line frequency quality, while the hardware uses the latest digital technology to filter
response signals. As a result, TRAX produces reliable results and stable readings in the
shortest time and with the highest accuracy, even in high-interference substations.
High noise suppression plus advanced signal-acquisition circuitry can handle up to 15
mA interference current or a signal-to-noise ratio of up to 1:20, for example. This
results in extremely accurate and clean measurements, even in the most severe
conditions.
A wide frequency range of 1–505 Hz gives TRAX the capability to perform a
more informative tan delta test that provides important information about the
condition of the insulation, temperature dependence, etc. It also expands
the range of capacitance measurements. As an example, TRAX can test
specimen with a capacitance up to 1600 nF at 2 kV and 15 Hz.
Individual Temperature Correction (ITC) is a patented technique for
estimating the actual temperature dependence of the test object by
measuring tan delta over a frequency range. Mathematically calculating
individual temperature correction (instead of using standard tables)
results in a more accurate assessment of the insulating material’s
condition.
Automatic voltage dependence detection (VDD), another
patented technique, lets TRAX alert users when tan delta results
indicate that the test object may have a voltage dependence,
and that additional tests should thus be performed at different
voltage levels.

www.megger.com
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High-current box TCX 200
TRAX Transformer and Substation Test System is designed
for primary injection testing of protective relay equipment
and circuit breakers. It is also used to test the turns ratio of
current transformers and for other applications that require
high variable currents. When the high-current output of TRAX
220 (max 200 A) or TRAX 280 (max 800 A) is not sufficient, the
optional accessory TCX offers currents up to 2000 A.

TRAX Current
Box TCX 200

Thanks to its dimensions and design, the TCX unit can be
placed close to the test object, thus reducing the need for
long heavy current cables. Shorter cables save time, weight
and money, and allow higher test currents.

Three-phase switchbox TSX303
The optional TSX switchbox accessory provides functionality
to automatically test all windings and taps of a transformer
with only one single connection. All windings are connected
at one time, minimizing the time needed for reconnections
and improving safety by reducing the number of trips up and
down the ladder.

TRAX TSX 303
Switch box

TSX 300 is controlled from TRAX and can handle up to 250
V AC and 16 A DC. It comes with necessary cables and
connectors.

Tan δ and capacitance accessory for TRAX,
TDX120
With the use of the TDX accessory, the TRAX becomes a fully
automatic 12 kV tan delta or power factor test set for the
condition assessment of electrical insulation in high voltage
apparatus.

TDX 120 accessory tan delta /power factor
measurements at 12 kV
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Other accessories
TRAX TDB 200

Cables and accessories

It is not always convenient, or even possible, to get hold of a
transformer in the network for training purposes. By covering
most of TRAX’ many functions, TDB 200 makes it easy to
perform in-house training.

In addition to reducing testing time, one of the advantages
of a multi-functional system is that it cuts down the number
of accessories needed. Of the TRAX cables, cases and other
accessories that are required, we ensure that each one makes
the life of the user much easier.

A built-in transformer, a 100 A shunt and a 32 A Miniature
Circuit Breaker allow all of the following to be tested in an
office environment.

■■ Winding resistance up to 10 A
■■ Turns ratio up to 250 V (10:1 or 20:1)
■■ E
 xcitation current and short circuit impedance
up to 250 V
■■ Contact resistance up to 100 A DC
■■ Miniature Circuit Breaker up to 300 A AC
■■ Over-current relay functionality
TDB 200 is delivered in a light transport case with all necessary
cables and connectors.

Cables come in many sizes and lengths, but generally our
standard generator and measuring cables (including Kelvin
cable sets) range from 6 meters (20 ft) up to 20 meters (66
ft). High-current generator cables range from 1 meter up to
20 meters, depending on current and area. See Ordering
Information for what is included in each standard package.
Two different transport cases are available: a transport case
(delivered as standard accessory) and an optional lightweight soft flight case. In the light-weight soft flight case,
TRAX 220 weighs less than 32 kg, making it possible to checkin on the same flight as you, thus saving days or even weeks
of transportation time. Our trolley is also a useful accessory
when moving your TRAX system in a substation.
Safety is always a top priority and among our accessories
we offer an external interlock with up to 18 meters
of cable plus an indicator box (TIB 225) that shows
whether TRAX is active (generating or discharging)
or in Safe mode. This allows connecting and disconnecting to be performed safely.

TRAX training box TDB 200

www.megger.com
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Brief specifications
General

Inputs
ITEM

CE - MARKING

SPECIFICATION

COMMENT

EMC

IEC 61326-1

General current

LVD

IEC 61010-1:2010

General voltage

4 x 0–250 V AC
4 x 0–350 V DC

Low voltage

2 x 0–60 V AC/DC

Transducer

0–5 V AC
0–50 V DC

Binary input/timing

max 250 V
3 x 0–10000 s

Contact or voltage sense

Trig input

max 250 V

Contact or voltage sense

GENERAL
Mains input

100–240 V, 50/60 Hz (± 10%)

Current input

≤ 16 A continuous
Short-term up to 30 A < 60 s

Display
Size

10.4 inch

Resolution

1024 x 768

Type

TFT touch

Contrast ratio

1000:1

Brightness

1000 nits

Dimensions (main unit)

475 x 315 x 330 mm (excl. handles)

Weight

TRAX 219 25 kg
TRAX 220 26 kg
TRAX 279, 29 kg
TRAX 280 30 kg

Application field

0-2200 V AC

For use in high-voltage substations
and industrial environments

Temperature
Operating

-10°C to +55°C (14°F to +131°F)

Storage

-20°C to +70°C (-4°F to +158°F)

Humidity

< 90%RH, non-condensing

For resistance
measurements

Outputs
ITEM

ENVIRONMENT

4 x 0–10 A AC/DC

SPECIFICATION

COMMENT

0-2200 V/1 A, 1 min
0-2200 V/0.2 A, >2 h

0-250 V AC /

0-250 V/10 A, 1 min

0-10 A AC

0-250 V/20 A, max 10 s
0-250 V/2.5 A, >2 h

0-200 A AC

0-200 A/6 V, 1 min

TRAX 219/220

0-80 A/6 V, >2 h
0-800 A AC

0-800 A/6 V, 1 min

TRAX 279/280

0-200 A/10 V, >2 h

Calculated / displayed parameters

0-16 A DC

0-16 A/50 V, continuous
0-1 A/50 V, continuous

ITEMS

SPECIFICATION

Arithmetic

+, -, *, /

Power

0-300 V DC

R (DC)

Impedance

Z, Xp, Xs, Rs, Rp, Ls, Lp, Cs, Cp

Phase

For DC supply

0-300 V/2.5 A, >2 h
0-100 A DC

P, VA, Q, S

Resistance

0-300 V/10 A, 1 min
0-100 A/50 V, 2 min
0-70 A/50 V, continuous

Binary output

250 V/35 A (max)

Output contacts for

2 x 0-10000 s

OLTC and circuit
breaker

Degrees

operation with internal
voltage and current

Specifications are valid at 230 V input voltage 			
and an ambient temperature of +25°C ±5°, (77°F). 			
Specifications are subject to change without notice.

measurements
12 kV AC

With TDX accessory

0-12 kV/100mA,
continous

For complete details on these packages see latest datasheet.		
Please visit www.megger.com for latest product data sheet.

0-12 kV/500mA, 30 s

2000 A AC

0-2000 A/2.4V, 1min

With TCX accessory

0-1000 A/4.8V, 1min
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Product overview
Main models
Model

Article

Current rating

Screen

TRAX 280

AJ-19090

800 A

10.4’’ built-in

TRAX 279

AJ-19190

800 A

-

TRAX 220

AJ-19290

200 A

10.4’’ built-in

TRAX 219

AJ-19390

200 A

-

Delivered with accessories, cables, manual control and standard transformer software package.

Accessories

TDX 120, AJ-69090
High voltage unit for tan delta,
capacitance and excitation
current measurements.

TCX 200, AJ-69290
High current accessory for
primary testing up to 2000 A

TSX 303, AJ-69490
Automated 3-phase/6-winding
switchbox.

Line impedance kit,
AJ-69690
Surge arrester and protection
box for over head line
impedance measurement.

TSX 300, AJ-69390/
AJ-69395
Manual 3-phase / 6-winding
switchbox, IEC or ANSI
versions

Software
■■ Manual control
Manually control input/outputs and
do calculations to create your own
measurement setups. Included in all
models.
■■ Standard transformer, AJ-8010X
Several apps to do basic
transformer tests. For example
winding resistance and turns ratio.
Included in the common TRAX kits.
■■ Advanced transformer, AJ-8020X
Optional package with specialized
apps for more advanced tests,
for example dynamic OLTC and
magnetic balance.

■■ Instrument tranformer, AJ-8030X
Optional package containing apps
for CT and VT testing, for example
ratio and winding resistance test.
■■ Substation, AJ-8040X
Optional package with apps for
other assets in a substation, for
example circuit breaker testing and
low resistance.
■■ Line impedance, AJ-8050X
One app for measuring line
impedance of over-head lines.
Must be used with AJ-69690 surge
arrestor and safety kit.

For a complete list of variants and accessories, see datasheet
www.megger.com
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MWA
This advanced 3-phase transformer test system provides
complete ratio, phase and winding resistance measurements
with only one 3-phase lead-set connection. What’s more, it
offers portability, a reduced set-up time and increased job
safety.

DELTA4000
DELTA4000 series is a fully automatic 12 kV insulation power
factor / dissipation factor (tan delta) test set designed for
condition assessment of electrical insulation in high voltage
apparatus such as transformers, bushings, circuit breakers,
cables, lightning arresters, and rotating machinery.

SVERKER900
Relay and substation test system
The ultimate test box for engineers that addresses the
increasing need for three-phase testing capability in
substations and industrial applications.

Transformer test van
Integrated instruments, accessories and test leads makes
the commissiong, maintenance and diagnosis of power
transformers safer and easier.
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